
To the Chairperson of the PH.D. Board of the
School of Science and Technology of the University of Siegen

(via the appropriate department and the Dean of the School) 

Application for Admission as a Doctoral Student
according to § 4 of the Regulations for a Doctoral Degree of June 8, 2017

Herewith I request,

(Family Name, Given Name, Academic Degree, Date of Birth) 

(Address) 

addmission as a doctoral candidate to obtain a doctoral degree:     
  Dr. rer. nat.
  Dr. paed.
  Dr.-Ing.
  Dr. phil.

The doctoral subject is:   

The preliminary title of the dissertation is: 

The supervisor of the work is:  
(Name of the university teacher) 

The proof of a completed university degree in the subject
as well as other documents are enclosed in a certified copy (see back page).

Siegen, the 
(Applicant signature) 

Declaration of consent of the supervising university lecturer

I am prepared to supervise the above mentioned work: 

Siegen, the 
(Signature of the university teacher) 
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Enclosed are

Proof of 8 mandatory semesters.

(For foreign examinations: proof of the minimum number of compulsory  
semesters required for the diploma).   

If applicable, proof of a qualitatively adequate diploma/master thesis, which corresponds  
to the German university diploma/master of science.

Proof of Grade "good" or better.

(Diploma or master certificate with grades or points, if necessary with grade/point key).

If necessary, German of English translation of the foreign language original.

If applicable, assessment of the supervisor as to whether the present degree has sufficient  
quality and scope for the doctoral subject.

If applicable, written statement from the supervisor on the moderately graded, inadequate results,  
or the professional distance of the previous education.

If applicable, list of suggestions from the supervisor regarding courses for the additional credits  
to be achieved.

Short description of the topic to be treated.

Curriculum vitae from birth through school and studies to the beginning of the doctoral studies.

Annex "Survey characteristics for doctoral candidates at universities and univerity hospitals".

Supervision agreement

Admission of the doctoral committee

As per decision of the doctoral committee from you have been,

, admitted as a Ph.D. student
               (Family Name, Given Name)                                                                                           (doctoral degree) 
according to your application.

Before your dissertation is submitted, you must complete the following coursework:

Siegen, the 
(Signature of the chair of the doctoral committee) 
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